Facilitation is a skill, and every facilitator has had to up
their game over the last year in a world gone so virtual
The challenge
1/ How do you keep large numbers of people engaged?
2/ How do you track how people are REALLY doing?
3/ How do you provide them with the coaching support when they need it?

OxfordLIVE is designed to help
OxfordLIVE is a flexible platform for collaboration and learning powered by our partners CrossKnowledge,
winners of 18 gold awards at the 2020 Brandon Hall awards
Learning is structured in pathways with clear flexible steps, so each activity is self-contained, and participants
can dip in and out of the system, knowing that they can always step back in and pick up where they left off

The platform gives you your
own dedicated dashboard
to track participation
It shows you the big picture
where people have got to,
with the option to download
detailed reports

Highlights tasks
people need to do

Shows progress on
critical steps

And enables you to
quickly connect with people

Penelope Pepperpot

You can create flexible, coachable groups
The system allows you to create smart groups of bespoke or natural working
teams, to follow a pathway or receive specific types of learning

Each smart group can have a facilitator attached to support them
along the pathway
Facilitation and coaching functions are easy to use, so you can give the right advice when
people need it. You can see where each person has reached and decide when to help

Event management is simple
Face-to-face or virtual events or classes can be designed into pathways and it’s easy for people to register
for these and add them to their calendars, with links to MS Teams or zoom. Email management for these
sessions can be automated saving you hours of less productive work, and open rates can be tracked

MS Teams is embedded to
enable fully blended working
OxfordLIVE content and pathways can
be integrated into folders to ensure
that work is done in people’s normal
work flow, and you can access
outputs for review and discussion

Data analysis is easy to access
This automated, and all in one screen,
with dashboards for smart groups,
courses or individuals. You can also
download group reports to see more
detail, all in one place
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Gina Banns

20%

1h 37 min
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Step 2: Virtual Class for new joiners –
Planning Fundamentals

09/02/21

14%

Daniela Baxter

8%

1h 15 min

76

Step 5: Welcome to Planning Week!

07/08/20

3%

160

Step 2: Virtual Class for new joiners –
Planning Fundamentals

09/02/21

14%

Introduction to Virtual Growth
Planning

23/09/20

14%

Eileen Breen

18%

1 h 35 min

Annabel Cameron

1%

11 min

11

OxfordLIVE - Designed to help facilitators do what they do best virtually
It’s more than blended learning, it’s what we call blended working
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